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ELITE





ELITE DESIGN

Provides not only a high end finish, but also

a light weight structure with high rigidity and

a true French style which has been missing

in the nautical sector for too long.

GREEN CARBON

BLUE CARBON

BLACK CARBON

RED CARBON

DIMENSIONS

FEATURES

FULL CARBON
BODY

5,5’’ LCD
SCREEN

FRONT
LED LIGHT

DUAL
MOTORS

CHARGER PORT
+ USB TYPE C

28 cm /
11 in

98 cm /38,6 in’ 50 cm /

19,7 in

COLOR OPTIONS

ALL CARBON FIBER



Dual motor propulsion for hydrodynamics,
maneuverability, and a top speed of 13 mph.

At 50 lb, Elite is easy to move around and
can be launched with just one hand.

Top Speed
13 mph

Weight
50 lb



Enjoy 4 speed modes, with up to 120 min
in Eco mode or 20 min in Shark mode.

Max depth setting can be adjusted in
increments on the display screen.

Max. Run Time
(Eco mode)

min ft120 130

Max. Depth



See your position on the map as well as the starting
position where the unit was just turned on.

The buoyancy and weight distribution of Elite has
been designed for a natural diving experience, so you
can enjoy your moments underwater without straining
to keep the unit from pointing to the surface.

gps Navigation

min lb+6.6

Buoyancy



Motor

Max. Thrust

Top Speed

Speed Modes

Battery type

Run Time

Max. Diving Depth

Charger

Display

Full LED Signature

Weight

Size (LxWxH)

Dual Motor 2x2,2 kW

(up to) 13 mph

(Shark, Sport, Cruise, Eco)

max: 2h* min: 37min**

40 m

LCD HD 5,5’’ 13cm

50 lb

SPECIFICATIONS
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

TRANSPORT CASE

ADJUSTABLE CHARGER
FROM SLOW TO FAST

(up to) 670 N

Li-ion 48V

Variable

98 x 50 x 28 cm
*Eco mode **Shark mode 20+17min Eco mode

Each SeaNXT Elite is
delivered in a fireproof
aluminum transport case
for your security.

The charger offers an
adjustable output ranging
between 1A and 12A, so you
only need one charger for
both slow and fast charging.

SeaNXT Elite's battery solves a major problem that riders of other scooters encounter. High-power motors require high electrical currents to run properly.

Battery cells which have a low current discharge rating (like in other scooters) can only deliver these high currents for a short period of time before they

decline in performance (sag). SeaNXT Elite's battery is produced with high-performance cells that will operate the motor at full capacity for extended

periods of time, meaning you as a rider won't experience a steep drop-off in speed while you're out on the water.

FUN, BUT TECHNICAL, FACT: 
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